
Waseda University CIE

①【Coverage】

②【Insurance Premium】　

③【Enrollment Procedures】
1 For each program, please make payment of the insurance premium by the designated deadline. 

●Mizuho Bank Branch　Regular Account　２０９３１０２

Account Name　　 早稲田大学派遣留学生補償制度　

NOTE)
　

2

【Underwriting　Insurance Company】
Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance Co., Ltd　公務2部文教公務室

ＴＥＬ　０３－３５１５－４１３３

End of Document

E-Mail： hoken@waseda-pm.com

④【Certificate of Enrollment】 

Details on this will be sent separately.
Generally, this process takes 2-3 weeks after completion of both ①bank transfer of insurance
premium　②submission of application documents with bank transfer slips to the CIE

【Contact for information regarding insurance contents】

Insurance Agency:　Campus Insurance Center, Inc.

1-9-12 nisiwaseda-chou, Shinjuku-ward, Tokyo, Japan １６９－００５１
ＴＥＬ　０３－５２７２－３４７５　/　ＦＡＸ　０３－５２７２－３４７８
（Closed: Sat/Sun 　　　Hours of Operation 9:00 to 17:30）

Please submit this form to the school which you belong to, after pasting the bank transfer slips,
such as ATM receipt or other documents that proves your payment, on the back of this application
form.

Insurance Period Insurance Premium (※)For example, a one-year insurance period, September 4, 2020 is
if the beginning, the end will be September 3, 2021.
please check with schedule of benefits.

Waseda

ﾜｾﾀﾞﾀﾞｲｶﾞｸﾊｹﾝﾘｭｳｶﾞｸｾｲﾎｼｮｳｾｲﾄﾞ (Waseda Daigaku Haken Ryugakusei Hoshou Seido)

The account for course fees and the one for overseas travel insurance premium are
different from each other, so please be careful not to make any mistakes when making
payments.

If your payment is late, your insurance coverage will not begin by the time you leave
Japan for study abroad.  It is very important for you to make payment by the deadline.

○Temporary emergence return home expenses(Only in case the insuranceperiod is more than 3 months) 500,000 yen

Overseas Travel Insurance for Waseda University Students who participate in Study-
Abroad Programs

 Waseda University has a contract for overseas travel insurance, specifically designed for students who participate in Waseda University's
study-abroad, internship and volunteer programs and club activities,with Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance Co., Ltd. via Campus
Insurance Center, Inc.  All program participants are required to enroll in this umbrella agreement insurance.

  Under this special contract, participants can enroll in excellent travel insurance at about half the price of regular
insurance premium. This also includes Student Liability Benefit and Personal Belongings Benefit.  Therefore, unlike general
overseas travel insurance, expenses to recover damages to their personal belongings kept in their housing are also
compensated.

○Charges incurred as a result of death (Accident & Sickness)   30 million yen 

○Medical (Accident & Sickness)  Unlimited

○Pre-existing sickness treatment(Only in case the insuranceperiod is within 31 days)  3 million yen

○Student Liability  100 million yen 

○Student Household Goodness & Personal Belongings)  300,000 yen

○Baggage delay expenses  100,000 yen

○Flight delay expenses  20,000 yen



Explanation of the Overseas Travel Insurance
For departure after December 22,

2019

●Medical expense portion

From among the costs actually paid within the amount acknowledged

as reasonable from the view point of social standards (with respect to

①〜③, ⑥, and ⑦ below, in the event of injury: from the date of the

accident; and in the event of sickness: from the date of the initial

diagnosis, and limited to the costs necessary within 180 days including

the aforementioned commencement dates)

*Costs for the treatment of chiropractic, acupuncture or moxibustion

outside Japan cannot be paid using the insurance money.

①Cost related to medical treatment and hospitalization (including

medication cost according to the prescription made by a doctor,

emergency transfer cost, lodging facility room charges when a

hospital cannot be used or according to the instructions of a doctor)

paid to a doctor and/or hospital, ②Interpreter employment cost, and

transportation expenses which were necessary as deemed by the

medical treatment, ③Repair cost for artificial hand and artificial leg

(only in the event of injury), ④ a. Communication expenses, such as

international telephone charges, b. Purchase cost for personal

belongings (Limited to 50,000 yen per b,. and 200,000 yen for the

total amount of a and b per injury or sickness) which were necessary

for hospitalization,　⑤Transportation expenses and lodging costs

necessary to return to the original travel route or a direct return to

the home country after withdrawal from the travel route (the amount

refunded or the amount scheduled to be borne shall be deducted), ⑥

Medical certificate cost necessary to request payment of the

insurance money, and ⑦Disinfection cost, if the disinfection is

ordered by a public organization based on the laws and regulations.

●Rescuer's expenses portion

The following cost which a contractor, the person who is the object of

the insurance, or family members of the object of the insurance*7

have actually paid and is acknowledged as reasonable from the view

point of social standards.

①Search and rescue cost, ②The rescuer’s transportation expenses,

such as an air plane return ticket fare to the site (up to 3 rescuers), ③

The rescuer’s lodging facility room charges (for 3 rescuers and for 14

days per 1 rescuer), ④The rescuer’s travelling procedures cost, and

miscellaneous expenses at the site (up to 200,000 yen in total),  ⑤

Transfer cost from the site (the amount refunded, the amount

scheduled to be borne and the amount which will be paid for medical

treatment shall be deducted), ⑥Corpse disposal cost (up to 1,000,000

yen)

In addition to ①～④, ⑥ above, for example:

・Accident caused while driving without a driver's license,

under the influence of alcohol, or using drugs.

・Medical treatment cost for pregnancy, childbirth,

premature birth, a miscarriage, or a disease caused

therefrom.

・Dental diseases.

・Injury incurred before commencement of the overseas

travel or after the overseas travel.

・Disease suffered before commencement of the overseas

travel (if a special contract securing emergency medical

treatment and relief cost is set in the agreement, there is a

possibility that such disease will be the subject of payment

according to such special contract)

・There is no finding of any medical condition, such as

whiplash, backache, and other symptoms.

・Injury incurred during mountain climbing using

mountaineering equipment, such as pickaxe and crampons;

aircraft operation other than for jobs; bobsledding;

skydiving; boarding a hang glider; dangerous exercises such

as competition using vehicles such as automobiles, etc., and

trial driving (if a special provision to secure any special

danger is set in the insurance agreement and an increased

insurance premium corresponding to such exercise is paid,

such injury becomes subject to payment).

・ High altitude disease incurred during mountain climbing

using mountaineering equipment, such as a pickaxe or

crampons (if a special provision to secure any special danger

is set in the insurance agreement and increased insurance

premium corresponding to such exercise is paid, such injury

becomes subject to payment).

●Medical expense portion

①In the event that due to an injury arising from a sudden and

incidental accident of external origin, medical treatment by a

doctor has been administered during the overseas travel.

②In the event that due to sickness originating after the

commencement of the overseas travel has resulted in medical

treatment by a doctor, up until 72 hours after the end of the

trip. *3

③In the even that due to a specific infectious disease*4*5

contracted during the overseas travel, medical treatment by a

doctor has been taken within 30 days after the end of the

travel, including the day of the end of the trip.

●Rescuer's expenses portion

 ①In the event that due to an injury arising from a sudden and

incidental accident of external origin during the overseas trip,

the insured dies within 180 days after the date of the accident,

including the accident date (including death immediately after

the accident). ②In the event of an injury arising from a sudden

and incidental accident of external origin during the overseas

travel, or sickness suffered during the overseas travel, resulting

in continuous hospitalization for 3 days or more *6  (in the case

of sickness, only the case where medical treatment by the

doctor was commenced during the travel), ③ If the insured

dies during the overseas travel due to a disease,  pregnancy,

childbirth, premature birth, or miscarriage ④In the event that

due to sickness suffered during the overseas travel, despite

medical treatment by a doctor commenced during the travel,

the insured dies within 30 days after the end of the travel,

including the last day of travel ⑤ In the event that the airplane

or ship which the insured boarded met with disaster, or in the

event in which it cannot be confirmed if the insured has died or

not due to such an accident, or in the event in which it is

confirmed that emergency searching and/or a rescue operation

is necessary by a public organization, such as the police, etc.

*3 With respect to a disaster suffered after the end of the

travel, but the causes thereof occurred during the travel.

*4 Class I infection, Class II infection, Class III infection and

Class IV infection stipulated in Article 6 of the law regarding

medical treatment for patients of infection prevention or

infectious diseases.

*5 Infectious disease stipulated at the time of the

commencement of medical treatment of the object person of

the insurance.

*6 If past 12:00am, it shall be counted as 2 days.

Insurance

payment for

medical

expenses

and

rescuer's

expenses

Cases subject to insurance payment

For example:

①Wilful or gross negligence by a party toward the contract holder

or the person who is subject to the insurance.

②Wilful or gross negligence of a beneficiary of the insurance.

③War, use of military force in a foreign country, revolution,

insurrection, civil war, armed rebellion, and events similar thereto

*1

④Radiation exposure, radioactive pollution

⑤Injury due to an accident caused while driving without a driver's

license, under alcohol influence, or using drugs.

⑥Fighting, suicide, or criminal action.

⑦Injury due to brain disease, insanity, pregnancy, childbirth,

premature birth, or a miscarriage.

⑧Injury before commencement of the overseas travel or after the

overseas travel.

⑨Injury during mountain climbing using mountaineering

equipment, such as a pickaxe or crampons; aircraft operation other

than for jobs; bobsledding; skydiving; boarding a hang glider;

dangerous exercises such as competition using vehicles such as

automobiles, etc., and trial driving (if a special provision to secure

any special danger is set in the insurance agreement and an

increased insurance premium corresponding to such exercise is

paid, such injury becomes subject to payment).

*1 Where partial modification of special contracts related to the

indemnification of war danger, etc. has been set, acts of terrorism

will warrant a payment.

If the insured dies due to an injury arising from a sudden

or incidental accident of external origin during overseas

travel within 180 days after the occurrence of the

accident, including the date of the occurrence of such

accident (including death immediately after the

accident).

(According to the degree of the physical impediment) 4％～

100％ of the injury and risidual disability insurance amount

*The maximum amount shall be the accumulated injury and

physical impediment insurance amount throughout the

insurance period (contract period of the insurance).

All the amount of the injury and death insurance money shall

be paid to the heir-at-law of the person that is the subject of

the insurance.

If a death benefit beneficiary is designated, the death benefit

shall be paid to such beneficiary.

*If for the same injury, the injury and risidual disability

insurance money has already been paid, after deduction of the

injury and risidual disability insurance money from the injury

and death insurance money, the remaining balance shall be

paid.

If a physical impediment is caused to the insured due to

an injury arising from a sudden and incidental accident of

external origin during overseas travel within 180 days

after occurrence of the accident, including the date of the

occurrence of such accident.

Type of insurance

money

(Note) If the insured (the Person who is the subject of the insurance) or his/her family has already entered into a contract pertaining to the same kind of insurance service with another insurance

provider, the insurance coverage may be duplicated, and there is a possibility that the insurance premium may be wasted. When you execute an agreement, please fully confirm the content of the

insurance coverage.

Injury and

death

insurance

payment

Injury and

risidual

disability

insurance

payment

Amount of insurance money which will be paid Main cases not subject to insurance payment

※Notice concerning both the medical expense portion and rescuer's expenses portion:
The insurance money which will be paid is limited to the medial treatment/rescuer's expenses insurance 
amount per injury, sickness, accident, etc.  In addition, the costs mentioned in item a. and item b. below 
will be subject to payment, but item c. will not. 
a. If medical treatment is received in Japan, the cost directly paid as a self -paid expense to a medical 
organization by the person who is the subject of the insurance.  
b. If the medical treatment is received overseas, the cost directly paid to a medical organization by the 
person who is the subject of the insurance.  
c. If the medical treatment is receieved in Japan, on account of the fact that the expense is paid for by 
health insurance, worker's accident compensation insurance or other similar insurance, the portion which 
the person who is  subject to the insurance is not required to pay directly. Also, if overseas and  similar 



Sickness

death

insurance

payment

For example,

・If the medical treatment is commenced after the end of the

travel period.

・If for the purpose of medical treatment or the alleviation of

symptoms during the travel period

・If it has already been decided that medical treatment by a doctor

will be received at the hospital or clinic at the destination of the

travel before commencement of the travel itself (including if a

reservation for a medical examination or arrangements for

hospitalization, etc. have been made).

・The following costs which have been planned to be expended

during the travel period:

For example,

・Cost related to the ongoing use of dialysis, an artificial hand or

artificial leg, cardiac valve prostheses, a pacemaker, a colostomy

bag, wheelchair, or other equipment.

・Cost related to the ongoing use of insulin injections, and other

medicines.

・Cost for physical therapy, such as spa treatment or heated air

bath.

・Cost for a rub down, massage, finger pressure therapy,

acupuncture, moxibustion, judo therapy, chiropractic therapy, or

osteopathy.

・Cost for therapeutic exercise, rehabilitation, and other similar

physical therapy.

・Cost related to organ transplantation, etc. and operations similar

thereto.

・Cost related to the installation and adjustment of glasses,

contact lenses, or hearing aids, or cost related to myopia correction

surgery or disposal for the purpose of vision restoration,

・Cost related to hair transplant or cosmetic plastic surgery, etc.

・Cost related to infertility treatment and other childbirth

promotion management.

If causing other persons (*5) injury or damage  due to an

accident arising from daily life during the overseas travel,

or where an accident arises from the possession, use or

management of a house（*4）, and legal liability for

compensation is borne.

（*4）What does it mean by 'house'？

A lodging facility or residence facility of the insured (the

person subject to the insurance) for studying abroad or

travel.

（*5）Travel goods, daily commodities, movables within

the room of the lodging facility (including the safety box

and the guest room key), residence facility (including

personal effects within the room) （*6）which the

contractor or the insured directly rented from the rental

company shall be included.　（*6）From among the

damages of the residential facility, with respect to the

following damages, only damages due to fire, explosion,

burst pipe and water leakage, water stains as a result of

water drainage or overflowed water, are subject to

payment of the insurance money.

・Damages to the room (including personal effects

within the room) if the whole room in the building or

mansion is rented.・Damages other than to the room.

Risk of

indemnity

liability for

students

studying

abroad

In addition to ①～④, ⑥ above, for example:

・Pregnancy, childbirth, premature birth, a miscarriage, or disease

caused therefrom.

・Dental diseases

・Death due to high altitude disease suffered during mountain

climbing using mountaineering equipment, such as a pickaxe or

crampons (if the special terms to secure any special danger are set

in the insurance agreement and increased insurance premium

corresponding to such exercise is paid, such injury becomes subject

to payment).

Emergency

medical

treatment

relating to

disease/resc

uer's

expenses

insurance

payment

related to a

special

provision to

secure

medical

treatment/r

escuer's

expenses

insurance

payment

(only within

the 31-day

insurance

period)

●Medical expense portion

Symptoms of a disease which began before

commencement of an overseas travel and for which

medical treatment by a doctor had already been made

(not including diseases arising from pregnancy, childbirth,

premature birth, a miscarriage, and dental disease), and

then became suddenly worse during the overseas travel

*1 resulting in medical treatment by a doctor.

●Rescuer's expenses portion

Symptoms of a disease which began before

commencement of an overseas travel and for which

medical treatment by a doctor had already been made

(not including diseases arising from pregnancy, childbirth,

premature birth, a miscarriage, and dental disease), and

then became suddenly worse during the overseas travel

*1 and therefore hospitalization was required for 3

continuous days or more *2.

*2 If past 12:00am, it shall be counted as 2 days.

●Medical expense portion

From among the medical treatment costs actually expended

within the amount acknowledged as reasonable from the view

point of social standards, and the amount equivalent to the

cost normally borne for the equivalent disease suffered.

●Rescuer's expensest portion

The following cost which a contractor, the person who is the

person subject to the insurance, or family members of the

person subject to the insurance*3 have actually paid and is

acknowledged as reasonable from the view point of social

standards, and the amount equivalent to the cost normally

borne for the equivalent disease suffered.

For example;

The rescuer’s transportation expenses, such as aircraft return

ticket fare to the site (up to 3 rescuers)

The rescuer’s lodging facility room charges (up to 3 rescuers

and for up to 14 days per 1 rescuer)

The entire amount of the sickness death insurance

money will be paid to the heir-at-law of the person

subject to the insurance. If beneficiaries of the

death insurance money are designated, the

insurance money shall be paid to such beneficiaries.

①If death occurs due to disease during the overseas

travel.

② If medical treatment is receieved within 72 hours after

the end of the travel due to disease suffered after the

commencement of the overseas travel *3, and death

occurs within 30 days after the end of the travel,

including the final day of travel.

③ If death occurs within 30 days after the end of the

travel, including the final day of travel, due to a specific

infectious disease incurred during the overseas

travel*4*10.

In addition to ③ and ④ above, for example:

・Where there is found to be intention on the behalf of the

contractor or insured (the object person of the insurance)

・Liability related to the performance of jobs or part-time

jobs (job-related  liability)

・Liability caused from ownership, use and/or management

of an aircraft, ship (*7), automobile (*8) or small arms.

・Indemnity liability related to goods on consignment (items

included in (*5) are subject to payment).

・Liability against family members.

(*7) Yachts and jetskis are subject to payment of the

insurance money.(*8) Includes rental cars.  Bicycles, golf

carts on golf courses and snowmobiles for the purpose of

leisure, etc. are subject to payment of the insurance money.

The amount of compensation for the damages.

*The amount of insurance money shall be the maximum

amount per accident.

(Note 1) If the whole or a part of the compensation for

damages is approved, please consult with our company in

advance.　　　　　　(Note 2) There is a possibility that the

insurance money can still be paid in addition to the costs

necessary and/or useful for prevention of the occurrence or

expansion of the damages, litigation costs/legal fees, etc. which

have been expended given the consent of our company.

(Note 3) If the insured is a person without capacity, and the

person with parental authority holds the liability for damages

due to activities by the person without capacity, such cases are

also subject to payment of the insurance money.

[Caution] Request for payment of the insurance money shall in

principle be accepted only in Japan, and the insurance money

shall be paid in Japanese yen within Japan. Please make the

request procedure for the insurance money through a

contractor in Japan.

*1 What is the sudden worsening of symptoms?
The sudden worsening of symptoms indicates the situations that occur during overseas travel that are 
impossible to forsee by the person that is the subject of the insurance, and despite due caution with regards 
to social standards result in an unavoidable change in symptoms.
*With respect to the details of the subject cost and amount of compensation for damages, please check  
"Overseas travel insurance ordinary insurance clauses and special terms".  
*The amount of payment of the insurance money shall be limited to 3,000,000 yen, as the total amount for 
the medical expense portion and relief expense portion is per 1 disease. However, if the medical 
treatment/rescuer's expenses insurance amount is less than 3,000,000 yen, the maximum amount shall be 
the medical treatment/rescuer's expenses insurance amount. 
*The insurance money shall be limited to the cost that is required within 30 days from the commencement 
day of the medical treatment by a doctor during the overseas travel, including the commencement day itself. 
Also, costs incurred after returning home, etc. (including the hospital or clinic at the country of final 



From among the room charges of the lodging facility, cost of meals,

transportation expenses, international telephone charges,

cancellation charges for various services etc. at the travel destination

which the person subject to the insurance has actually paid, the

amount which shall be considered as reasonable from the view point

of social standards.

*The amount shall be paid limited to 20,000 yen per accident.

*With the exception of cancellation charges for various services at the

travel destination, in the event of ① (left), limited to the costs borne

at the place of departure (if the landing location has changed, at the

landing location), and in the event of ② (left), limited to the costs

arising at the transit location.

Caution: Request for payment of the insurance money shall in

principle be accepted only in Japan and insurance money shall be paid

in Japanese yen within Japan. Please submit certified documents

about the accident and the amount of damages without fail.

If there was no choice but to bear the purchase

cost for clothes, daily necessities, and other

personal effects which became necessary for

unavoidable reasons within 96 hours after the

airplane’s arrival at the destination place, which

was carrying articles the person subject to the

insurance entrusted to the airplane company to

transport at the time of boarding the airplane but

had not been transported to the destination place

within 6 hours after the airplane’s arrival.

Costs which have actually been paid (excluding the amount

which is planned to be borne, etc.)

*The amount of the damages shall be paid limited to 100,000

yen per accident. However, the costs able to be paid shall be

limited to those arising within 96 hours after arrival at the

destination. Costs incurred after arrival of the hand baggage

cannot be paid for.

Caution: Request for payment of the insurance money shall in

principle be accepted only in Japan and insurance money shall

be paid in Japanese yen within Japan. Please submit certified

documents about the accident and the amount of damages

without fail.

In addition to ①～⑤ above, for example:

・Misplacement or loss

・Lack of ordinarily held characteristics and performance

ability of, or natural exhaustion, rust, change of color, or

mothholes in the items which are subject to the insurance.

・Simple injury to appearance and damage which does not

impair the item's functions.

・Seizure, exercise of a public power such as destruction

(firefighting, evacuation measures, destruction of a lock

during a safety confirmation inspection at an airport shall be

subject to payment of the insurance money)

・Destruction of glassware, pottery, art, antiques (*11)

・Damage caused by temperature changes and/or humidity

changes, damage due to vaccuum tubes, liquid outflow (*11)

 (*11) Damage due to fire, lightning strike, explosion or

typhoon, windstorms and floods due to heavy rainfall, or

damage due to theft can be subject to payment of the

insurance money.

Damage to

movables for

daily living

for students

studying

abroad

If suffering damages to movables for daily

living (*9) due to an accidental incident, such

as theft, damage, or fire.

(*9) What are movables for daily living?

Articles which the insured (the person subject

to the insurance) owns or carried articles

(camera, bag, clothes, etc.) which the insured

borrowed without charge from other persons

for the purposes of the travel before

commencement of the travel, or articles which

are kept at the lodging facility or residence

facility of the insured. However, damages to

cash, cheques, credit cards, commuting passes,

artificial teeth, contact lenses, various

documents, data, immovables such as

software, tools used to exercise such as

surfboards when surfing, and unaccompanied

baggage are not included.

The amount of damages(*10) paid shall be limited to 100,000

yen per article, set, or pair of carried articles or objects kept at

a lodging facility or residential facility.

*Limited to 50,000 yen per ship fare, airfare, etc.

*With respect to an accidents that occur within the same

insurance year, limited to the amount of the damage to

movables for daily living for students studying abroad

insurance money.

(*10) What is the damage amount?

Either the amount following the deduction of depreciation

from the repair cost, or the purchase cost, whichever is lower;

and for a driver’s license, the re-issuance commission; and for a

passport, re-acquisition cost limited to 50,000 yen (only when

borne at the site. Transportation expenses and lodging

expenses shall be included).

(Note 1) There is a possibility that the insurance money can still

be paid for costs necessary and/or useful for the prevention of

further occurrence or expansion of the damages.

(Note 2) You may change receipt of the payment of the

insurance money by utilizing a suitcase repair service. For the

detailed content of the service, please check the “Overseas

travel insurance handbook No. 1 'Basic edition'”.

[Caution] Request for payment of the insurance money shall in

principle be accepted only in Japan, and the insurance money

shall be paid in Japanese yen within Japan. Please make the

request procedure for the insurance money through a

contractor in Japan.

Cost for

emergency

travel to

home

country for a

temporary

visit (only

when the

insurance

period is for

more than 3

months)

During the time when the person subject to the insurance went

abroad (excluding the time during a temporary return to their home

country), the spouse*1 or a relative(s) up to the second degree of the

person subject to the insurance has died, or became critically ill, or

due to the occurrence of a disaster and/or loss of location of the

airplane/ship, the person subject to the insurance temporarily

returned to their home country.

*Only in the event where if the person subject to the insurance

returned to their home country temporarily within 10 days from the

date when the aforesaid cause occurred (including the date of such

occurrence), and the person subject to the insurance returned to their

travel destination abroad within 30 days after they returned to their

home country (including the date of return to their home country).

If the person subject to the insurance returns to their home country a

number of times due to the same cause, costs incurred when

returning for the second time and thereafter will not be paid.

However, in the event that due to the critical condition of the same

spouse*1 or relative(s) up to the second degree of the person subject

to the insurance, such person returns to their home country 2 times or

more, or if such spouse or relative dies within 30 days from the

second temporary return (including the date of the second return),

the second temporary return shall become the subject to payment of

the insurance money.

*If you set an additional special agreement to secure a family

emergency temporary return in the insurance contract, an emergency

temporary return wherein you are accompanied by your family can be

subject to payment of the insurance money.

From among the following costs which the contractor or the

subject person of the insurance has actually paid, the amount

which shall be considered as reasonable from the view point of

social standards.

*The insurance amount for an emergency and temporary

return to the home country shall be limited to one return trip

to the home country.

①Transportation expenses, such as airplane fare for the return

trip.

②Room charges at the lodging facility (for up to 14 days) at the

location of the temporary return to the home country incurred

during the temporary return period, and various expenses

(communication costs, such as international telephone charges,

traveling procedure costs, transportation expenses at the

arrival place at the time of the temporary return, etc.).

However, the total amount shall be limited to 200,000 yen per

temporary return.

*If the contractor or the person subject to the insurance

receives provisions according to the Congratulations and

Condolences Regulations of their workplace, the amount of

such provision shall be deducted.

In addition to ① and ② above, for example:

・If a spouse*1 or relative(s) up to the second degree

are hospitalized before receipt of the insurance money

or commencement of the overseas travel period, etc.

or occurrence of a disease which causes death/a

critical condition on behalf of an illness

・If a temporary return to the home country is made

using purchased or reserved airplane tickets, etc.

before injury or disease which may cause

death/critical condition on behalf of an illness, or

occurrence of a disaster/loss of location of

airplane/ship.

Baggage

delay

insurance

payment

(*12)

Aircraft

delay

insurance

payment

(*13)

In addition to ①～④ above, for example:

・Violation of laws and regulations by a

contractor or the person that is the subject of the

insurance

・Violation of laws and regulations by a

beneficiary of the insurance money

・Earthquake, eruption or tsunami caused

therefrom

① If the airplane which the insured planned to board is

delayed by 6 hours or more, is cancelled, has its

operation suspended, or it becomes impossible to board

due to a fault of the boarding reservation receipt

procedures, or it was impossible to use a replacement

airplane within 6 hours from the scheduled departure

time due to a change in the arrival place of the airplane

on which the insured was booked.

② If it was impossible to board the scheduled airplane at

the transit location due to a delay, etc. of the airplane on

which the insured was flying, and a replacement airplane

could not be used within 6 hours after the arrival time at

the transit location.

0703-GJ05-07291-2009年9月作成



OVER SEAS TRAVEL INSURANCE COVERRAGE AND INSURANCE PREMIUM

RERIOD OF
INSURANSE

Insurance
Premium

RERIOD OF
INSURANSE

Insurance
Premium

　1day ¥2,950 ２months ¥22,880
　２days ¥3,450 ３months ¥31,490
　３days ¥4,030 ４months ¥47,520
　４days ¥4,350 ５months ¥60,560
　５days ¥5,080 ６months ¥73,430
　６days ¥5,790 ７months ¥86,490
　７days ¥6,320 ８months ¥99,560
　８days ¥6,620 ９months ¥112,900
　９days ¥7,070 10months ¥126,100

BAGGAGE DELAY EXPENSES ￥100,000 　10days ¥7,360 11months ¥138,840
FLIGHT DELAY EXPENSES ￥20,000 　11days ¥7,810 　１year ¥152,030

　12days ¥8,110
　13days ¥8,570
　14days ¥8,870
　15days ¥9,120
　17days ¥9,650
　19days ¥10,350
　21days ¥11,090
　23days ¥11,620
　25days ¥11,940
　27days ¥12,520
　29days ¥13,000
　31days ¥13,230
　34days ¥12,100
　39days ¥13,890
　46days ¥16,490
　53days ¥19,460

COVERAGE LIMIT OF INDEMNITY

INJURY DEATH ￥30,000,000

INJURY PERMANENT DISABILITY ￥30,000,000

MEDEICAL & RESCUER'S EXPRESS Unlimited

SICKNESS DEATH ￥30,000,000

PRE-EXISTING SICKNESS TREATMENT(Only in case the
insurance period is within 31 days)

￥3,000,000

(Only in case the insurance period is more than 3 months)

STUDENT LIABILITY ￥100,000,000

STUDENT HOUSEHOLD GOODNESS & PERSONAL BELONGINGS ￥300,000

TEMPORARY EMERGENCY RETURN HOME EXPENSES ￥500,000

From 1 year to 
more than two 
years, please 
query to 
Campus 
Insurance 
Center. 
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